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Abstract
Background: With advances in science and technology, biotechnology is becoming more accessible to people of all demographics.
These advances inevitably hold the promise to improve personal and population well-being and welfare substantially. It is
paradoxical that while greater access to biotechnology on a population level has many advantages, it may also increase the
likelihood and frequency of biodisasters due to accidental or malicious use. Similar to “Disease X” (describing unknown naturally
emerging pathogenic diseases with a pandemic potential), we term this unknown risk from biotechnologies “Biodisaster X.” To
date, no studies have examined the potential role of information technologies in preventing and mitigating Biodisaster X.
Objective: This study aimed to explore (1) what Biodisaster X might entail and (2) solutions that use artificial intelligence (AI)
and emerging 6G technologies to help monitor and manage Biodisaster X threats.
Methods: A review of the literature on applying AI and 6G technologies for monitoring and managing biodisasters was conducted
on PubMed, using articles published from database inception through to November 16, 2020.
Results: Our findings show that Biodisaster X has the potential to upend lives and livelihoods and destroy economies, essentially
posing a looming risk for civilizations worldwide. To shed light on Biodisaster X threats, we detailed effective AI and 6G-enabled
strategies, ranging from natural language processing to deep learning–based image analysis to address issues ranging from early
Biodisaster X detection (eg, identification of suspicious behaviors), remote design and development of pharmaceuticals (eg,
treatment development), and public health interventions (eg, reactive shelter-at-home mandate enforcement), as well as disaster
recovery (eg, sentiment analysis of social media posts to shed light on the public’s feelings and readiness for recovery building).
Conclusions: Biodisaster X is a looming but avoidable catastrophe. Considering the potential human and economic consequences
Biodisaster X could cause, actions that can effectively monitor and manage Biodisaster X threats must be taken promptly and
proactively. Rather than solely depending on overstretched professional attention of health experts and government officials, it
is perhaps more cost-effective and practical to deploy technology-based solutions to prevent and control Biodisaster X threats.
https://www.jmir.org/2021/5/e26109
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This study discusses what Biodisaster X could entail and emphasizes the importance of monitoring and managing Biodisaster X
threats by AI techniques and 6G technologies. Future studies could explore how the convergence of AI and 6G systems may
further advance the preparedness for high-impact, less likely events beyond Biodisaster X.
(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(5):e26109) doi: 10.2196/26109
KEYWORDS
6G; artificial intelligence; biodisaster X; biodisasters; biosafety; biosurveillance; biotechnology; bioterrorism; COVID-19; disease
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Introduction
Humans have been living with disasters for thousands of years.
Records from ancient civilizations, albeit difficult to come across
and piecemeal, document the undeniable presence and the
lingering impacts of disasters throughout human history [1-8].
Evidence from recent decades alone, for instance, shows that
the world witnesses approximately 400 natural disasters and
30-40 armed conflicts annually [9]. Although already daunting,
these numbers likely underrepresent the accurate scale and
severity of these disasters in society; many often occur in remote
places that draw little to no attention of the media or the research
community. While humanity is no stranger to various
disaster-led debates and discussions focused on the risks posed
by natural and anthropogenic disasters [10-12], collectively,
research still indicates that societies at large perform poorly
when it comes to disaster preparedness [13-19].
As apparent from the COVID-19 pandemic, from the measures
assembled during the first outbreaks in 2020 to the faltering
waves of public health policies established throughout the first
months of 2021, the lack of disaster preparedness and readiness
in the wake of global health crises resulted in drastic
consequences to the economy and to society [20-25]. Even
though the World Health Organization made Disease X (a
placeholder term for any unknown pathogenic disease with a
pandemic potential) a global priority in 2018 [26], and warned
of the potential for a COVID-19–like pandemic to cause disorder
in society, unfortunately, few measures were taken to prepare
for it [27]. As of May 6, 2021, approximately 155 million
COVID-19 cases and over 3.24 million mortalities have been
reported worldwide [28]. Parallel with the growth of scientific
research in the biological sciences, warnings of the importance
of pandemic preparation have been issued throughout the
twentieth century [26,29-33] across multiple disciplines. The
possibility of bioterrorism and a pathogen’s potential to be
unleashed without countermeasures is an increasing concern
[34-36]. The use of bioweapons by state actors has long been
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a risk [37-45]; however, with rapid developments in
biotechnology, it becomes increasingly feasible for nonstate
actors to develop powerful bioweapons in low-barrier contexts,
such as home environments, thus increasing the likelihood of
biodisasters [46].
Overall, following the pattern of “Disease X,” here we introduce
the term “Biodisaster X” to refer to disasters caused by the
accidental or intentional misuse of biotechnologies by state or
nonstate actors. In general, there are no practical insights on
approaches to monitor and manage Biodisaster X preemptively.
Considering the potential risks Biodisaster X could pose to
society’s safety and security, research is urgently needed to
bridge the knowledge gap. Advances in information and
communication technologies have revealed several opportunities
to harness digital tools in this effort, particularly with the latest
generation of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and the
development of 6G wireless communication technologies, which
arguably includes the most promising advanced technological
platforms for addressing Biodisaster X threats. Therefore, to
this end, this study aimed to identify (1) the potential dangers
Biodisaster X poses to society at large and (2) solutions that
use emerging 6G and AI technologies to help monitor and
manage Biodisaster X threats.

Methods
Methods Overview
A review of the literature on the application of AI and 6G
technologies for monitoring and managing biodisasters was
conducted via PubMed, using articles published from database
inception through to November 16, 2020. The literature search
focused on three themes: AI techniques, 6G technologies, and
biodisasters. The search terms we utilized are listed in Table 1.
To ensure that up-to-date evidence was included, validated news
reports, articles identified by examining the reference lists of
eligible articles, and records found through an updated literature
search in January 2021 were also included.
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Table 1. Search terms used on PubMed.

a

Theme

Search term

Artificial intelligence

“artificial intelligence”[MeSHa] OR “artificial intelligence”[TIABb] OR “machine learning”[MeSH] OR “machine
learning”[TIAB] OR “deep learning”[MeSH] OR “deep learning”[TIAB]

6G

“sixth-generation communication*”[MeSH] OR “sixth-generation communication*”[TIAB] OR “sixth-generation
network*”[MeSH] OR “sixth-generation network*”[TIAB] OR “sixth-generation technolog*”[MeSH] OR “sixthgeneration technolog*”[TIAB] OR “sixth-generation cellular” [MeSH] OR “sixth-generation cellular” [TIAB] OR “6G
communication*”[MeSH] OR “6G communication*”[TIAB] OR “6G network*”[MeSH] OR “6G network*”[TIAB]
OR “6G technolog*”[MeSH] OR “6G technolog*”[TIAB] OR “6G wireless”[MeSH] OR “6G wireless”[TIAB] OR
“6G cellular”[MeSH] OR “6G cellular”[TIAB]

Biodisasters

biodisaster*[MeSH] OR biodisaster*[TIAB] OR bio-disaster*[MeSH] OR bio-disaster*[TIAB] OR bioterror*[MeSH]
OR bioterror*[TIAB] OR “biological warfare”[MESH] OR “biological warfare”[TIAB] OR “chemical warfare”[MeSH]
OR “chemical warfare”[TIAB] OR “bacterial infections and mycoses”[MeSH] OR “bacterial infections and mycoses”[TIAB] OR “virus disease*”[MeSH] OR “virus disease*”[TIAB] OR “parasitic disease*”[MeSH] OR “parasitic
disease*”[TIAB] OR “biological threat*”[MeSH] OR “biological threat*”[TIAB] OR bioterror* OR biowar*

MeSH: Medical Subject Headings.

b

TIAB: limit to title or abstract.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The literature inclusion criteria for studies in this literature
review are listed in Table 2. Overall, articles were excluded if
they (1) were not published in English, (2) did not focus on

biodisasters, (3) did not focus on either AI techniques or 6G
technologies, or (4) did not provide detailed information on the
utilization of AI techniques or 6G technologies for monitoring
or managing biodisaster threats.

Table 2. Study inclusion criteria.
Data type

Inclusion criteria

Language

English

Study context

Centered on discussions about biodisasters (disasters that occur as a result of infectious pathogens
with bioweapon potentials unleashed by state or nonstate actors)

Technology type

Artificial intelligence and 6G

Study design

Focus on utilizing artificial intelligence techniques or 6G technologies to address issues associated
with biodisasters

Results
Drawing insights from the review of the literature, the broader
literature, as well as the structure of our research objectives and
overall study foundation, a clear and comprehensive comparison
of the similarities and differences between Disease X and
Biodisaster X was developed, details of which are provided in
Table 3. As our research objectives were focused on the
real-world impact and implications of Disease X and Biodisaster
X, rooted in, yet above and beyond what has been discussed
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and debated in the current literature, our results have been
arranged as such. Additionally, to provide a structured and
systematic understanding of the findings, we further modeled
the study results using the following frames: type of disaster,
origin, antecedent, pathogen, transmissibility, transmission
predictability, controllability and treatability, nonpharmaceutical
mitigation effort, pharmaceutical solution, primary goal, as well
as positive unanticipated outcome and negative unintended
consequence. A detailed comparison of Disease X and
Biodisaster X has been made in Table 3.
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Table 3. Similarities and differences between Disease X and Biodisaster X.
Parameter

Disease X

Biodisaster X

Type of Disaster

•
•

Infectious diseases
Natural disasters: epidemics or pandemics

•
•

Origin

•

None initially, but can be exacerbated by human
•
action or inaction; for example, through livestock
mismanagement or failure to contain early infections

Antecedent

•

None

•

Advances in and accessibility of biotechnology; inadequacy of biosecurity measures; intent or malice
of nonstate actors

Pathogen

•
•

Originated in nature, with no human engineering
Unfamiliar or unknown to humans

•

Originated in a laboratory, mainly as a result of human engineering
Unfamiliar or unknown to humans

Transmissibility

•

Highly transmissible, mainly as a result of naturally •
occurring human interconnectivity

Highly transmissible, mainly as a result of calculated
dissemination and distribution of the pathogen, capitalized on naturally occurring human interconnectivity

Transmission Predictability

•

Initially unpredictable; predictability increases over •
time

Initially predictable (in principle); extremely low to
extremely high predictability over time (depending
on the ability of society at large to identify the risk)

•

Infectious diseases
Anthropogenic biodisasters: initially inaccurately
identified as a naturally occurring epidemic or pandemic; later identified as anthropogenic
Humans: state or nonstate actors

Controllability and Treatability •

Low

•

Extremely low to extremely high (based on the intent
of the actor)

Nonpharmaceutical Mitigation •
Effort
•

Have an agile, evidence-based, and flexible disaster
response plan
Equip high-population-density areas with sufficient
resources
Limit social interactions; replace physical human
interconnectivity with web-based social interactions
when possible
Integrate cost-effective technology-based surveillance systems into the emergency management systems
Prepare for a secondary Disease X (potential for
mutations or gene transfer, in turn leading to a new
Disease X)

•

Have an agile, evidence-based, and flexible disaster
response plan
Equip high-population density areas with sufficient
resources
Limit social interactions; replace physical human
interconnectivity with web-based social interactions
when possible
Integrate cost-effective technology-based surveillance systems into the emergency management systems
Prepare for a secondary Biodisaster X (actors might
further escalate the situation by generating a new
Biodisaster X). Once accurately identified as anthropogenic in nature, there will be an urgent need prioritize the identification of the actor

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Pharmaceutical Solution

•
•

Difficult and time-consuming to develop vaccines
Extensive and exhaustive efforts needed to identify
treatment plans

•

Have the potential to be developed fairly easily and
time-efficiently once the nonstate actors and the
pathogen manufacture process have been identified:
vaccine and treatment plans

Primary Goal

•

Stop the spread of the pathogen; identify and deploy •
suitable treatments

Stop the spread of the pathogen; identify and deploy
suitable treatments; locate the source of the pathogen
and prevent further action

•

Physical and psychological health issues associated
with the pharmaceutical and nonpharmaceutical solutions
Posttraumatic stress
Increased resource allocation for medicine, public
health, and law enforcement
Possible economic consequences including a global
recession

Positive Unanticipated Out•
come and Negative Unintended
Consequence
•
•
•
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Physical and psychological health issues associated
with the pharmaceutical and nonpharmaceutical solutions
Posttraumatic stress
Increased resource allocation for medicine and public
health
Possible economic consequences including a global
recession

•
•
•
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Discussion
Biodisaster X could result in catastrophic human and economic
consequences. Yet to date, no studies have examined the
potential role of information technologies in preventing and
mitigating Biodisaster X, especially in the context of advanced
and emerging technologies such as AI and 6G. To bridge the
research gap, in this study, we sought to explore 2 fundamental
research questions that could considerably enrich the literature:
(1) what Biodisaster X might entail and (2) solutions that use
AI and emerging 6G technologies to help monitor and manage
Biodisaster X threats. In the following sections, we will detail
our findings pivoting on these 2 research objectives, as well as
practical and powerful strategies that have the potential to
effectively control and contain Biodisaster X threats.

Biodisaster X: What is in a Name?
A disaster can be defined as “a serious disruption of the
functioning of a community or society involving widespread
human, material, economic, or environmental losses and
impacts, which exceeds the ability of the affected community
or society to cope using its own resources” [47]. Based on the
contributing causes, disasters are usually categorized as natural
(eg, earthquakes, infectious disease-inducing epidemics, or
pandemics of natural origin) and anthropogenic (eg, armed
conflicts, nuclear accidents, or the release of pathogenic
genetically modified organisms from laboratory settings). In
the context of this study, biodisasters are defined as disasters
that occur as a result of infectious pathogens with bioweapon
potential, which are unleashed by state or nonstate actors
accidentally and intentionally (eg, the Japanese government’s
controversial decision to dump Fukushima’s contaminated water
into the boundless and borderless ocean shared by all life forms
on earth, including humans and sharks [48]). In the context of
biodisasters, a state actor often takes the form of a nation that
deliberately and systematically designs and develops infectious
pathogens with its national interest in mind. In contrast, a
nonstate actor is an individual or group acting independently
to obtain or manufacture a pathogen either owing to misguidance
or malice. Of note, although existing multilateral agreements
prohibit the production and use of bioweapons by state actors
(termed biowarfare) [49], the presence of signed agreements
does not imply that accidental or intentional development and
release of pathogens by state actors will not occur.
The concept of “bioterrorism,” defined as the deliberate release
of pathogens that could cause illnesses and deaths in society,
is not the focus of this study because “bioterrorism” entails both
deliberation and malice (eg, to elicit terror to the public) [50];
antecedents may not necessarily apply to Biodisaster X threats.
Insights from behavioral science [51-53] and evidence regarding
individual-caused mass casualty events (eg, indiscriminate mass
shootings) [54-56] suggest that individual actors’ behaviors,
potentially leading to the onset of Biodisaster X, may or may
not include conscious deliberation to harm. In other words,
while it is possible that individual actors’ malicious actions
might cause some biodisasters, it is also possible that some
individual-caused biodisasters are accidental.
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Furthermore, the term bioterrorism is limited, in that “terror”
is the main outcome. We believe that for Biodisaster X, which
could upend lives, livelihoods, and economies, “disaster” is a
more appropriate description that sheds light on the scale and
severity of its consequences and is more diverse than “terror.”
Drawing insight from real-world examples, similar to the
prevalent ransomware hacks, it is possible that state or individual
actors could develop and utilize infectious pathogens as
“ransomgens” for financial gain rather than merely aiming to
generate terror in society. Therefore, under the current research
context, we adopted the term “biodisaster” instead of
“bioterrorism.” Furthermore, considering that various studies
have discussed approaches to address state actor–initiated
biodisasters [57-61], this study focuses on biodisasters that are
infectious in nature, caused by individual actors, and can result
in catastrophic human and economic consequences.

Biodisaster X vs Disease X
The risk of biodisasters, such as Biodisaster X, is increasing in
likelihood: advances in technology, particularly the availability
and maturity of biotechnology, have grown considerably in
recent years. Inadvertently, these advances may resemble those
of Oppenheimer [62] in facilitating the release of destructive
factors. One example of the misuse of biotechnology is a
microbiologist, vaccinologist, and senior biodefense researcher
who worked at the United States Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases, who allegedly engineered the
2001 anthrax attacks [63-65]. While the scale of the 2001
anthrax attacks was minor, it demonstrated how easily
biodisasters can occur and how unprepared society was for these
events. As seen in the lack of adequate preparation and coherent
responses to infectious disease–induced pandemics, including
COVID-19 [66-69], Biodisaster X’s effects may be compounded
to the same, if not greater, degree by incompetence across
international, national, and regional agencies and organizations.
The concept of Biodisaster X can be best understood in contrast
with Disease X. In terms of similarities, both Biodisaster X and
Disease X are driven by pathogens unknown to humans and
have the potential to cause crippling effects on society.
Furthermore, based on previous inadequacies in response to
emergency events including pandemics [66-74], the world at
large may be ill-prepared for both Biodisaster X and Disease
X. In terms of unique attributes, compared to Disease X,
Biodisaster X is more likely to have the following
characteristics: (1) having a pathogen directly affiliated to a
laboratory; (2) having distinctive and engineered attributes
tailored by the capabilities and intentions of the developer; and
(3) the origin, development, and history can be definitively
ascertained upon identification of the developer, which is not
possible for naturally occurring pathogens (eg, the 1918
influenza pandemic), where there is always uncertainty
regarding the origin and evolutionary history of the disaster
[75-77].

The Imperative of Preparing for Biodisaster X
Some of the deadliest pandemics—the most recent ones ranging
from AIDS, severe acute respiratory syndrome, Middle East
respiratory syndrome, Ebola, and COVID-19—all have zoonotic
origins [78]. Studies have further shown that for viruses that
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can transmit from animals to humans, especially those that can
infect a diverse range of host species, the transmission speeds
are substantially amplified once human-to-human transmission
is established, and the diseases can quickly evolve into global
pandemics [79]. Consequently, once a pathogen is transmissible
within a population, there is a low access threshold: an
individual actor can “obtain” these deadly pathogens without
the need for advanced laboratory skills or extensive financial
resources. However, costs to physical and mental health may
reveal a counternarrative.
Based on available evidence, it is difficult to determine whether
an individual can be a malicious “patient zero”; an individual
who intentionally contracts a novel virus intending to cause
infectious disease outbreaks in a society [80]. It is not impossible
to purposely study and capture known or unknown deadly
pathogens that can trigger infectious diseases; microbial surveys
are commonly conducted to identify novel pathogens before
they pose a threat to public health [81-84]. In theory, there could
be individual actors, with adequate knowledge or experience
(similar to the microbiologist allegedly behind the 2011 anthrax
attacks [63-65]), who may take the same actions but with
different motives, ranging from scientific curiosity to ill-guided
intentions. Considering the rich biodiversity of wildlife, along
with the large number of “missing viruses” and “missing
zoonoses” that remain unidentified [85], close contacts with
latent deadly pathogens are nearly impossible to control, which
in turn, renders it challenging to locate or identify individual
actors who might utilize them. Advances in synthetic biology
may further compound the situation, especially considering the
scholarly endeavors using pathogens in laboratory settings,
which could amount to the level of real-world pandemics (eg,
laboratory-cultured viruses such as smallpox [86-88]). The
likelihood of Biodisaster X increases in proportion to these
factors.
Overall, considering the species diversity of wildlife, the
unknown factors related to the scale and severity of viruses in
animals, which have the latent potential to infect humans, and
the varying degrees of competency of community health centers
in detecting infectious disease outbreaks in a bottom-up manner,
it could be tremendously difficult for health experts and
government officials to monitor potentially emerging Biodisaster
X threats. However, not all hope is lost. Technology-based
solutions, especially those utilizing AI and 6G technologies,
can help address these issues.

The Need for Advanced Technology Solutions for
Monitoring and Managing Biodisaster X
The Need for Technology-Based Solutions
Once Biodisaster X becomes a reality, human contact will drive
transmission and become the primary fuel for exacerbating
infections and deaths caused by the disaster. As seen during the
COVID-19 pandemic, owing to virus spread and subsequent
public health policies (eg, lockdowns), many critical societal
functions could be substantially disrupted. The potential to
control and contain human and economic consequences of
Biodisaster X, such as the functionality of the health care
systems (eg, infected health care professionals) [89-91], may
https://www.jmir.org/2021/5/e26109
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also become critically undermined. In these circumstances,
technology-based solutions could be the key to addressing these
crises, as they are different from conventional solutions; they
are not highly dependent on physical interactions and
transportation. Overall, technology-based solutions require
limited human resources (eg, with the ability to operate without
human input), can be delivered independent of physical human
contact (eg, web-based and remote deployment), and are
immune to infectious diseases (eg, can function in contaminated
environments). Furthermore, technology-based solutions are
less vulnerable to issues ranging from physical fatigue to mental
health burdens, which are health challenges that frontline
workers often face amid emergency events.

The Need for Advanced Technologies
To effectively predict, control, and manage Biodisaster X, which
is an event with a low probability (ie, difficult to detect
preemptively) and a high impact (ie, difficult to control and
contain), advanced technologies are needed. While many
emerging technologies can address the dangers and damages
associated with Biodisaster X [92,93], 2 families of advanced
technology-based solutions show particular promise, namely
AI techniques and 6G technologies.

Unique Capabilities of AI
AI is generally considered synonymous with “thinking
machines” [94], or techniques that can facilitate “a computer
to do things which, when done by people, are said to involve
intelligence” [95]. With AI technologies, machines can identify
patterns too intricate for humans to identify and process quickly.
AI techniques are widely used in areas such as natural language
processing, speech recognition, machine vision, targeted
marketing, and health care, including efforts to combat
COVID-19 [96-99]. While technologies such as virtual reality,
smart sensors, drones, and robotics could play a positive role
in supporting health care professionals to cope with the
pandemic [100-102], AI technologies are arguably most
instrumental in addressing some of the most prominent issues
health experts and government officials are faced with, ranging
from pandemic surveillance to COVID-19 drug and vaccine
development [103-106].
AI and machine learning techniques are particularly valuable
in their ability to identify trends and patterns across large
amounts of data promptly and cost-effectively; for example, in
identifying or searching for specific patterns. With natural
language processing, for instance, data can be extracted
retrospectively from clinical records or prospectively in real
time and statistically processed for insights, which, in turn, can
supplement existing structured data to enrich actionable
information [86]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, natural
language processing models have been used to analyze publicly
available information such as tweets, tweet timestamps, and
geolocation data, to identify and map potential COVID-19 cases
cost-effectively, without utilizing testing devices or other
medical resources that involve health care professional [107].
Overall, most, if not all, AI techniques are irreplaceable in regard
to administering complex tasks such as extracting useful
information from large data sets. Moreover, with the
J Med Internet Res 2021 | vol. 23 | iss. 5 | e26109 | p. 6
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continuously increasing speed of its technological advancements
and applications, AI technologies are often utilized as core
components in other emerging technologies [108]. Smart sensors
that perform advanced tasks, such as effectively identifying and
recognizing captured motions and images, often need to integrate
deep learning technologies (a subgroup of AI) [109-111]. These
combined insights suggest that AI techniques have great
potential in monitoring and managing Biodisaster X threats.

Unique Capabilities of 6G Networks
6G technologies are the next generation of wireless
communication systems following 5G networks [112]. While
6G is still under development, it is envisioned as the most
capable communication network currently available [112-119].
The advantages of 6G networks derive from their high data
transmission speed (up to 1 terabyte per second), wireless
hyper-connectivity (100 million connections per km2), low
end-to-end latency (< 1 ms), reliability (1-10-9) (reliability in
terms of the frame error rate, which is defined as the ratio of
the number of incorrectly decoded frames to that of total
transmitted frames), and high-accuracy positioning capabilities
(indoor: <10 cm in 3D; outdoor: <1 m in 3D) [112-119]. Adding
the fact that 6G networks also excel in their energy efficiency
and spectrum efficiency, these networks can provide fast and

Su et al
efficient wireless reporting and access to remote computational
facilities, facilitating mobile biomonitoring and disaster
management.
For instance, the high reliability and data transmission speed
of 6G technologies will be of critical importance amid global
emergency events with the scale of Biodisaster X. At the onset
of the COVID-19 pandemic, many internet companies and
service providers experienced outrage and were forced to reduce
the amount of data individuals and organizations could utilize
to ensure continuous communication for all [120]. This
limitation of existing communication networks could
compromise the ability of health experts and government
officials to monitor and manage COVID-19–related threats and
other disasters promptly and properly. Of note, in the face of
an extremely deadly, contagious, and fast-developing Biodisaster
X, information will be predominantly updated and exchanged
remotely and over the internet. The speed and success of
updating and exchanging information are highly dependent on
the reliability of communication networks, in which 6G
technologies excel, especially when spatial big data have been
introduced for disease control and prevention since the
COVID-19 pandemic [27,108,121]. Figure 1 lists visual
comparisons in communication capabilities between 6G and
5G networks.

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the unique advantages of 6G compared to 5G technologies. AI: artificial intelligence, AR: augmented reality,
VR: virtual reality.
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AI and 6G Technologies for Biodisaster X Control and
Management
Drawing insights from the COVID-19 pandemic [103-106], AI
techniques, especially when coupled with advanced
communication capabilities enabled by 6G technologies, can
elevate biodisaster control and management. In other words,
6G-based AI technologies can be applied to address issues
ranging from early Biodisaster X detection (eg, identification
of suspicious behaviors) to remote design and development of
pharmaceuticals (eg, treatment development) and public health

Su et al
interventions (eg, reactive shelter-at-home mandate
enforcement), and disaster recovery (eg, sentiment analysis of
social media posts to shed light on the public sentiments and
readiness for recovery building). While there are research issues
worth exploring, in this study, we specifically (1) focus on early
detection of Biodisaster X, a disaster management stage that
could yield maximum benefit in personal and public health
protection, and (2) discuss critical aspects of the utilization and
application of 6G-based AI technologies in monitoring and
managing Biodisaster X threats. Further information on these
AI techniques is available in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Artificial Intelligence techniques discussed in detail in the study. Statistical machine learning refers to techniques that do not involve natural
language processing or deep learning processes. AI: artificial intelligence.

Natural Language Processing Analysis
With the benefit of high reliability and high data transmission
speed, rather than depending on 1 source of data, 6G-based AI
surveillance systems could synthesize various data sources to
identify suspicious behaviors for epidemiologists, public health
experts, and government officials for further analysis; this may
also enable the National Intelligent Syndromic Surveillance
System (an AI-based disease surveillance system) [108,122].
As available literature suggests [123-126], for instance, with
the help of 6G technologies, natural language processing could
be applied to analyze search queries (eg, searches such as “How
to build an influenza virus weapon”), credit card transaction
data (eg, receipts for equipment that are indispensable to develop
a deadly virus), medical records (eg, whether the individual
actor has a recent or frequent infectious disease diagnosis),
public health records (eg, infectious disease cases coinciding
with an actor’s activities), and social media activities (eg, reports
https://www.jmir.org/2021/5/e26109
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of infectious disease symptoms and suspicious behaviors)
interactively and in real time. While the analysis of isolated
individual data sources may yield more noise than useful
information, when the analyses are synthesized with
corresponding data from diverse and complementary data
sources, actionable information could become more readily
available.
It is important to note that natural language processing can also
help shed light on people’s mental health, such as identifying
at-risk populations with severe mental health disorders including
schizophrenia and suicide attempts [127-129]. In an analysis of
826,961 unique Reddit users from 2018 to 2020, with the help
of natural language processing techniques, researchers have
been able to determine how specific mental health disorders
(eg, schizophrenia) manifest in textual language, and, in turn,
cost-effectively and unobtrusively identified at-risk mental
health in social media users [130]. In the same study, natural
language processing also offered researchers the opportunity to
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compare pre– and mid–COVID-19 posts to identify people
whose mental health disorders had become more pronounced
during the pandemic [130].

Statistical Machine Learning Solutions
To increase the usefulness of information, 6G-based AI systems
can also capitalize on previously tested infectious disease control
and management techniques, such as sewage-based
epidemiology. Sewage-based epidemiology, or waste-based
epidemiology, has helped scientists detect early warnings of
pathogenic virus outbreaks, ranging from hepatitis A and
norovirus to COVID-19 [131-135]. Different from conventional
sewage monitoring, which incorporates little to no innovative
technologies, the utilization and application of cost-effective
and data-driven technologies in the field have significantly
upscaled the information that researchers can gather from
wastewater, thus reducing monitoring and reporting times, and,
in turn, elevating societies’ ability to better monitor and manage
infectious diseases [132-135]. The United Kingdom, for
instance, has been rapidly developing its sewage monitoring
systems to track COVID-19 outbreaks to understand pandemic
transmission patterns more swiftly and accurately [136]. By
analyzing human waste, researchers in the United Kingdom and
worldwide were able to detect RNA from SARS-CoV-2 and
better identify the location, scale, and possible trajectory of
COVID-19 transmission [136-138].
However, current sewage monitoring technologies often face
challenges such as delays in generating insights and inaccurate
results owing to limitations caused by poor data processing
speed [115,116], which could be overcome by 6G-based AI
systems. The use of machine learning techniques has improved
the ability to monitor events, such as poliovirus and enterovirus
outbreaks with greater precision, as machine learning models
could substantially improve surveillance sensitivity and the
quantity and quality of actionable information garnered from
wastewater [139]. Overall, with the high reliability and high
data transmission speed provided by 6G networks, AI systems
could advance sewage epidemiology (eg, through widespread
remote analysis and evaluation) and facilitate real-time analyses
of potential anomalies such as high volume or density of
pathogenic viruses in waste and early infectious disease cases,
before these threats progress to outbreaks. Insights gained from
natural language processing can be further synthesized with
information gained through other control measures, such as
systematic and comprehensive sewage monitoring (eg, whether
there is a suspicious presence of known or suspected pathogens
in certain neighborhoods).

Deep Learning–Based Image Analysis
In addition to using natural language processing and statistical
machine learning techniques, deep learning–based image
analysis can also help with the early detection of Biodisaster
X, particularly with the assistance of advanced networks enabled
by 6G technologies. One application of deep learning in
Biodisaster X monitoring and management would be gauging
whether there are patterned disease outbreak signs, on the basis
of insights gained from analyzing nontextual health records,
such as medical images and real-time surveillance footage.
While unstable and low-speed communication networks could
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affect AI-based disease surveillance architectures that use both
regular reporting and remote computation systems, the
influences of low-speed networks will be more pronounced for
remote systems that use server-side analysis of high-resolution
images to generate actionable information. This high network
demand may create issues, such as requiring down-sampling of
data, in turn compromising discrimination power and accuracy
and the ability of the system to yield useful insights [140].
Machine vision enables machines to recognize visuals with the
support of cameras, images, and learning models [141]. These
processes can be fine-tuned to recognize and identify objects,
such as patients’ medical images, and help health care
professionals better gather information from imaging data and
yield diagnoses and treatment plans [142-144]. Combined with
the high speed of 6G networks, remote machine vision could
be made more effective by allowing the transmission of
high-quality images (eg, high resolution) and video-based
surveillance (eg, no lag, high frame rate) in real time, facilitating
more remote processing than would be possible otherwise.
With 6G technologies, deep learning–based machine vision
could have “superhuman” capabilities in monitoring and
managing Biodisaster X threats (eg, tracking multiple objects
simultaneously and providing real-time analysis of potential
threats with high accuracy), helping health officials track and
monitor individual actors once identified. With advancements
in 6G and deep learning techniques, machine vision may
eventually have the potential to identify individual actors, even
when they wear face masks. Scientists have proposed the use
of machine vision to help health experts and government
officials monitor and reinforce COVID-19 safety rules, such as
face-making and social distancing (eg, masked face recognition)
[145-147].

Limitations
While this study addresses important knowledge gaps in the
literature, there are some limitations to consider. First, owing
to the scarcity of literature on the subject, we were unable to
adopt a systematic review approach to investigate the research
question. While our scoping search is justified for the scale of
the current studies in this area, it nonetheless limits our findings.
Second, while preparation plans for biodiaster X should involve
multiple elements, ranging from surveillance, biosecurity
mandates, and communication guidelines, to personnel training,
we only discussed 1 aspect of Biodisaster X control and
prevention. To address these limitations, assuming an increasing
number of studies in this field, future studies should adopt a
systematic or more comprehensive approach to examine this
topic for further understanding ways to better prepare for
Biodisaster X threats. Of note, although many AI techniques
are now well-established, 6G technologies are still in their
infancy. With the many unknown factors associated with AI
and 6G development, it is possible that in the future, 6G and
AI technologies may underperform in their ability to assist
biodisaster monitoring and management, compared to our
expectations and discussion in this study. However, this
limitation may only be adequately addressed once empirical
evidence on real-world 6G-based AI applications becomes more
available and accessible.
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Conclusions
Biodisaster X is a looming but avoidable catastrophe.
Considering the potential human and economic consequences
Biodisaster X could have, actions that can effectively monitor
and manage Biodisaster X threats must be taken promptly and
adequately. Rather than solely depending on overstretched
professional attention of health experts and government officials,
it is perhaps more cost-effective and practical to deploy

Su et al
technology-based solutions to prevent and control Biodisaster
X threats. This study discusses what Biodisaster X could entail
and emphasizes the importance of monitoring and management
of Biodisaster X threats through AI techniques and 6G
technologies. Future studies could investigate how the
convergence of AI and 6G systems may further advance the
preparedness for high-impact, less likely events beyond
Biodisaster X, including the facilitation of the development of
the national intelligent syndromic surveillance system.
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